
 
 

 Journal Examples 

Just for Fun Writing
Teaching students to write a three-page essay seems daunting and scary to some students, 
parents, and some teachers. That is why doing as many “Just for fun” style activities to 
introduce new writing skills is essential. This lesson is a low-pressure, simple activity for students 
to try out their ideas without worry about being wrong. Remind them; their work will NOT be 
graded with their “Just for Fun” writing. Start this at the beginning of the school year, and then 
use it to introduce more challenging writing skills to attempt the skill without worry. At first, limit 
this activity to only writing for about 5 minutes, then allow them to share with their writing 
partner. 

Lesson Details:  
* “Think aloud,” writing down ALL your thoughts onto paper. See the video for more details.  
* Remind students that even if what they think isn’t that great, it’s worth putting onto paper. 

The key is to practice getting thoughts to write onto paper. “The more you practice this skill, 
the easier it will be for you to write about ANY topic I ask you to write about!”  

* Set a timer, start with 1 minute. Instruct students to write for a FULL one minute without 
stopping. Challenge them to try and write more words than you were able to. CELEBRATE 
anything and everything they can accomplish, though! If you think your class needs more 
time, start with 3 minutes instead of one.  

* When the minute has passed, have students turn and share with their partner.  
* Next, have them push their writing and try and expand their thought. Before you ask 

students to test their example, demonstrate another think-aloud of strengthening your idea 
with your essay (or my example journal). Then set another timer for another minute and have 
them write. 

* Repeat sharing. Call on 2-3 students that think they have an excellent example of a 
complete sentence or detailed sentence.  

* Duplicate the above process 1-2 more times if you want to test some grammar work, like 
punctuation or handwriting skills.  

* Try this again with the weekly writing skill you are teaching. Have students spend 1-3 
minutes trying out this skill. Then give them a minute to share with their partner.  



 

 

GENERATE IDEAS CHARTS

EXPERTISE EXPLORATION IDEAS 
(Opinion Writing) 

* Think of your favorite things... 
* Sports
* Places (Maybe vacations) 
* People- famous or family 
* Pets and animals
* Hobbies/ past-times 
* Things you do really well

TOPICS TO EXPLORE IDEAS 
(Informational Writing) 

* Think of things that interest you, but 
you need to research more about... 

* Plants & Animals
* Habitats
* Places in the world
* Space
* History events/ people 
* Sports & Athletes 

Lesson Duration: By starting with a “think aloud”, students get to watch me create my lists 
and understand how my mind was able to think, process, then write down on paper my 
ideas. Before I send students off to try creating their own, I give them a list of possible ideas 
to help.

LESSON OVERVIEW

While students work, I normally check in with as many students as possible and give 
positive reinforcement on SOMETHING/ ANYTHING I find that they did correctly. The 
more specific praise and reinforcement of skills they accomplish correctly, the faster I 
see growth in students writing. I go kind of over the top with encouragement the first 
month because I want them to understand how incredibly hard they are working and 
that all that effort will help them to GROW as a writer! 

PAIRING + SHARING = CARING

When the lesson is complete I have students share their lists with their writing 
partners. I keep these partners for an entire trimester if possible. At the class “Meet 
and Greet”, before school starts I have them fill out a quick questionnaire. After 
analyzing this I pair students together based on my findings. I normally start the 
year with students with equal skill sets. Sometimes I pair high and low, it just 
depends on the class. 



 

EXPERTISE EXPLORATION IDEAS 
(Opinion Writing) 

Think of things you are an expert in... 
* Sports.                                 *Places (Maybe vacations)  
* People- famous or family    * Pets and animals 
* Hobbies/ past-times            *Things you do really well

Writing Journal Handouts
Print, cut and paste to the top of your journal page if you need some ideas to get 
started writing your lists. 

TOPICS TO EXPLORE IDEAS 
(Informational Writing) 

Think of things that interest you, but you need to research in 
order to be an expert of the subject.  

* Plants & Animals                  * Habitats 
* Places in the world              * Space 
* History events/ people        * Sports & Athletes 



Expand Your Thought  
Grades: 2-5                                                            Time: 5-10 minutes   
Standards: CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.L.4.1., CCSS.ELA.LITERACY.L.4.2. CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.4.1., CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.4.2. 
Lesson Connection:  “Just for Fun” or “Generating Ideas”  
Note: Use this lesson right after “Just for Fun” and “Generating Ideas”  

Lesson Overview:  
After students spend a few minutes writing “Just for Fun” or “Generate Ideas” lists, I have 
students pick one topic to expand their writing. I give them 3-5 minutes to take their simple 
idea and write more about it. I first model my expectations, using a “think aloud” in my 
journal. See my video lesson for an example of how this will look.  

Lesson Breakdown:  
* Complete Just for Fun or Generate Ideas lesson in journals.  
* Have students pick ONE topic to expand their writing.  
* Model how to write a complex sentence to elaborate on the first thought. Also, point out 

any changes or corrections you made from your original writing as you expanded your 
explanation. 

* Have students complete their own “think aloud” to practice how their expansion will sound 
before they write. If your student has trouble getting their ideas onto paper, I highly 
recommend being their scribe and jot down their ideas for them, to scaffold this skill. 
Eventually, they will be able to accomplish this independently.  

* After they practice, give them 3 minutes to write down their ideas.  
* Allow students to share their expanded writing with their partners. 
* Model another think-aloud to show how you would edit and revise your writing.   
* Give them two more minutes to edit and revise their work.  
* Repeat this step if you want them to expand further or pick another idea and test it out 

again.  
* The lesson should take about 10 minutes to complete.  

Informal Assessment:  
Take note of students that need help to complete this task independently for re-teaching 
using more prompting and more visual charts from the “Just for Fun” or “Generate Ideas” 
lesson.  
If students exceed expectations, ask students to challenge themselves and keep expanding 
and creating a paragraph about their topic. Provide these students with sentence structures 
for supportive sections without instruction.


